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Abstract

In this paper, we consider a design of hybrid controller for the linear model of aircraft
dynamics to learn a better controller. The hybrid controller consists of learning based
controller supported by a safety controller. Learning based controllers alone is not allowed
to learn while flying the aircraft because of the following two problems. First, it may lead
the system to be unsafe because of spurious training. Second, if it has been learned under
the conservation safe zone, it may lead the system to be in a catastrophic failure when it
will attempts to learn from less conservative safe zone. We address both the problems in
the design of hybrid controller which ensures that the learning based controller is allowed
most of the time to learn a better controller on the fly while guaranteeing its safe operation.

1 Indroduction

Cyber physical systems are those systems where physical systems are governed by the con-
trollers. The physical systems are captured by differential equations, however, controllers are
implemented by software. The main challenge in the cyber physical systems is to apply the
controllers to the physical systems appropriately to ensure its safety, specially in safety critical
systems. The crux of the problem is reach-ability analysis and finding appropriate switching
between controllers.

There has been growing interest in reach-ability analysis for different class of systems. In
general, it is undecidable, however, it is decidable for simple class of systems [?]. In the litera-
ture, over-approximation techniques have been studied [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?] that compute
a super set of the exact set of reachable states. The focus is to reduce the over-approximation
error. However, there is trade off between precision and computation complexities. Let a
safe region be considered as the set of all states reached within time T > 0. Then the over-
approximation of the exact reach states does contain a point that does not reach within time T .
Hence, it may violate safety guarantee. In fact, an under approximation would guarantee safety,
albeit be more conservative. In general, computing under-approximations is also challenging.
However, we find a way for an under-approximation of the exact reach set which provides a
practically interesting under-approximations of the reachable set.

Learning based controllers have been widely used in safety critical systems. It is not directly
used while the system is operating due to the possibilities of making the system to be in unsafe
zone. However, it has been used provided a safe zone for its application based on reach-ability
analysis [?, ?]. If learning based controller has been applied for conservative safe zone, then the
system may reach unsafe zone when the controller attempts to learn in a less conservative safe
zone. To learn a better controller, reinforcement based controller [?] has been developed using
an integration of safety and learning.

We consider a dynamical model of the aircraft dynamics which is a linear dynamics compris-
ing of longitudinal and lateral dynamics. Our broad goal is to design hybrid controller consists
of learning based controller supported by the safety controller which provides a safe zone for
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the learning based controller to learn better controller. To achieve this, we design the hybrid
controller in such a way that the learning based controller is allowed the maximum duration of
time in the safe zone while guaranteeing its operation in the safe zone.

2 Problem

We consider a linear dynamics of an aircraft comprising of longitudinal and lateral dynamics.
The state variables for the longitudinal dynamics are velocity (V ), Angle of attack (α), pitch
angle (θ), and pitch rate (Q), and control inputs for the dynamics are throttle (δt) and elevator
deflection (δE). The state variables for the lateral dynamics are angle of side-slip (β), roll angle
(φ), roll rate (P ), yaw rate (R), and control inputs for the dynamics are aileron deflection (δa)
and rudder deflection (δr). Let us consider a general form for the linear aircraft dynamics as
given below,

ẋ = Ax +Bu (1)

where A is an n× n square matrix, and B is a n× d rectangular matrix; x is a vector of n
state variables and u is a vector of d control inputs.

Problem 1. Given System 1, a learning based controller and a safety controller, design a hybrid
controller such that learning based controller is operated for a long time while its operation is
guaranteed to be safe by the safety controller.

The crux of Problem 1 is to decide the switching between the controllers such that ANN
controller has been used most of the time while guaranteeing its operation to be safe. We
consider Artificial Neural Network (ANN) controller for the learning based controller and Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controller for the safety controller. Later, we provide the details of
LQR and ANN controller. We assume that we have a known safe region, say S, from which we
know that LQR controller are safe to apply, that is, the system is safe. Hence, ANN controller
is allowed to operate in the safe zone S. Next, we need to provide the largest possible safe
region for ANN controller to learn a better controller. In other words, we need to extend S to
S ′ that we do with the help of LQR controller. This is formally formulated as follows.

Problem 2. Given system 1, time horizon T > 0 and safe zone S, find the largest safe zone
S ′ such that S ′ is guaranteed to be safe zone for ANN controller, that is, the next state within
T using control inputs provided by ANN controller is in S ′.

Next, we address both the problems in the following sections.

3 Hybrid Controller Design

In this section, we address Problem 1. The hybrid controller design consists of mainly four
components (a) LQR Controller (b) ANN Controller (c) Switching Logic (d) Aircraft Dynamics
as shown in Figure 1 . Both LQR and ANN controller receive the current state of the aircraft
and output control inputs. The crucial part of the design is the Switching Logic which ensures
that ANN controller has been operated most of the time to learn a better controller. The
implementation of Switching Logic is the following.

1. If the next state is within the safe zone, then control inputs produced by ANN controller
are used to aircraft dynamics;
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2. If the next state is outside the safe zone, then the control inputs produced by LQR
controller are used to aircraft dynamics.
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The Switching Logic guarantees that the system is always in the safe zone under the opera-
tion of hybrid controller. The first point in the implementation of Switching Logic ensures that
ANN controller is used most of the duration within the safe zone. The second point ensures
that the system is always in the safe zone.

We illustrate a sample behavior of hybrid controller as shown in Figure 2, where rectangular
region represents a safe zone S; Arrow shows the next state from the current state. All green
arrows show that control input obtained by ANN controller has been adopted from the current
state. Blue arrow shows that control input obtained by LQR controller has been adopted from
the current state. Note that red line has not been executed because the next state is outside the
safe zone S. Hence, LQR controller is applied at the current state for not entering the system
to be in unsafe zone. Next, we provide the details about the extension of the safe zone S to
learn a better controller.

4 Linear Quadratic Regulator Controllers

In this section, we address Problem 2. Assume that we have Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
controller with gain matrix K that generates control inputs u for a given value of x, that is,
u = −Kx. We use this in Equation 1, and obtain the following equation,

ẋ = (A−BK)x (2)

The solution of Equation 2 is given by x(x0, t) = e(A−BK)tx0, x0 ∈ I, t ∈ [0, T ] and x(x0, 0) =
x0 for x0 ∈ I, I is a set of initial states, where x(x0, t) denotes the state of the system at time
t starting from state x0.

Our broad goal is to find the largest set S ′ of all values of state variables of the aircraft
from Equation 2 such that a known safe zone S can be reached from S ′ within a given time
horizon T > 0. Here T represents one sample time period or any other time for which we are
willing to allow the LQR controller to operate to bring it back to the safe zone S. The crux
of the problem is backward reach-ability, which can be alternatively tackled using a forward
reach-ability analysis on the following transformed equation:

ẋ = −(A−BK)x (3)

Equation 3 is obtained from Equation 2 by negating the right hand side. The effect of the
transformation is that the system now evolves backward in time. Our claim is that the set of
states reached from Equation 3 from S for a given time horizon T > 0 is equal to the set of
states S ′ that can reach S within time T from Equation 2.
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Proposition 1. Let A = {x | x = e−(A−BK)tx0, x0 ∈ S, t ∈ [0, T ]} and B =
{x0 | e(A−BK)tx0 ∈ S, for t ∈ [0, T ]}. Then we have A = B.

Since under-approximations guarantee safety, we obtain an under-approximation of the set
of points reachable from a set S within time T , by computing the reach set at some times
r, 2r, . . . , kr = T and taking their union. Thus, we obtain S ′. We illustrate the safe zone

�

Figure 3: Longitudinal System

�

Figure 4: Lateral System

S and extended safe zone S ′ within T = 0.05 for angle of attach α and pitch angle (θ) of
longitudinal system and angle of side slip β and roll angle φ of lateral system as shown in
Figure 3,4, respectively. In both Figure 3,4, green region represents S and green region with
magenta region shows S ′.

5 Artificial Neural Networks Based Flight Controller

Using neural networks for aircraft control goes far back to the year 1991 [?]. Most of the re-
search has been concentrated around the idea of designing only the low-level control systems
[?, ?, ?, ?]; others are more focused on specific topics related to system identification includ-
ing parameter and model identification or inverse plant dynamics approximation [?], nonlinear
aerodynamic modeling [?, ?, ?], modeling unknown and uncertain aircraft dynamics [?], un-
manned aerial system (UAS) navigation or path planning [?], trajectory optimization [?], sensor
validation [?], and fault detection systems [?]. Though there is ample research on application
of machine learning methods or some form of learning-based control that imparts some level
autonomy to drones, it is mostly concentrated around the application on rotary-wing aircraft
(e.g. quadcopters) which can take a ”stop-think-act” approach as part of control decisions e.g.
[?, ?, ?, ?]. These systems behave as point mass objects and do not have the complexity that a
fixed-wing aircraft has. A fixed-wing aircraft has to maintain a minimum velocity (above stall),
has to fly at small air flow angles (e.g. stall angle of attack), and should meet the restrictive
load factor which presents a great deal of challenge compared to quadcopters. The main goal
of this research is develop a learning artificial neural network (ANN) autopilot for fixed-wing
UASs. In standard imitation learning paradigms, researchers use expert policy decisions to
train a controller. This type of approach has resulted in state-of-the-art controllers in a vari-
ety of different applications including in robotics and vehicle control e.g. [?, ?]. Here we aim
to adapt this approach to fixed-wing unmanned aerial systems (UASs) where policy decisions
jointly capture guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) decisions. While previous research has
considered using imitation learning [?] or reinforcement learning e.g. [?, ?, ?] for parts of UAS
flight control, this work is the first attempt that the authors know of to jointly apply this type
of an approach to the full GNC as the main ANN autopilot for a fixed wing UAS.Figure 5 shows
the structure of ANN base algorithm used in this research. Our research goal is to construct
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a robust neural network training algorithm that allows for imitation learning of a joint GNC
UAS controller.

Figure 5: Standard autopilot for fixed-wing aircraft has three components that operate in
sequence, requiring different inputs (arrows in) and providing different outputs (arrows out).

Our research goal is to construct a robust neural network training algorithm that allows for
imitation learning of a joint GNC UAS controller. We begin by adapting an imitation learning
paradigm to the context of fixed-winged aircraft, highlighting limitations of the widely used
DAgger algorithm when extended to this particular autopilot scenario. We then introduce a
variant of the DAgger algorithm that uses Monte Carlo sampling of initial flight conditions
to build up a more robust set of training examples and evaluate the improved performance of
our Monte Carlo variant (McDAgger) in our specific application. We show that our variant of
McDAgger (GNC McDAgger) algorithm has a consistent increase in learning in terms of flight
path, indicated by its slope and the neural network trained by this algorithm can fly indefinitely.

In the baseline model, the expert policy (GNC) is simulated to fly the aircraft using 6DOF
equations, to guide the aircraft in a racetrack type trajectory following the 4 way-points as
shown in figure 6. The coordinates of the 4 way-points are selected and converted from geodetic
coordinates from a flight test location at Lawrence, Kansas which is utilized for research flight
tests by KU flight systems team. Looking at the distance that the UAV has to cover (≈
7000ft), it takes about ≈ 140 to 150 seconds at a cruise speed of 50 ft/s to complete one loop.
It was determined using simulations, that the GNC+6DOF system more or less converges to a
repetitive state after about three and a half loops or about 525 seconds. Depending on the initial
condition that the aircraft starts flying at, with respect to the way-points, it takes about 50 to
100 seconds for the aircraft to converge on to the desired trajectory and altitude. Therefore, a
conservative flight time of 750 seconds was chosen as the target flight time for validation of the
neural network. To collect training data, we include a GNC flight of 750 seconds sampling at 20
Hz. This initial training data is available to all of the models we consider. Regardless of training
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Figure 6: All models are evaluated in a simulated flight test setting to follow the dashed desired
way-point path, and the corresponding aircraft trajectories are compared.

procedure, which vary based on the assumptions of our models (see below), all models are
validated on their ability to fly the aircraft by sequentially choosing control states that are then
fed to the 6DOF model which returns the aircraft state after executing those controls—this new
state is fed back to the neural network and this loop is run until the aircraft becomes unstable
or the 6DOF model cannot make a prediction given the control inputs (e.g an ANN+6DOF
system). Although the GNC McDAggr ANN was capable to combine and imitate functionality
of GNC modules, low frequency oscillations in the control surfaces (and consequently aircraft
states) raised serious concerns on the reliability and safety of such algorithms for real world
applications. During our research we found that if ANN excitation of 6DOF is limited to a
portion of trajectory there will be no oscillations. Or, in other words, if the ANN is allowed
to fly the aircraft for a limited time window, and data is continuously added over this window,
by querying the GNC policy, then the neural network outputs have no oscillations. One other
main observation was that the neural network training must be restricted to a time window
until all the oscillations disappear and the ANN has learned that portion of trajectory very
well. This is how the moving window DAgger concept was developed, in which the ANN was
implemented to learn 10 seconds portion of trajectory around four waypoints.
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